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Maturation of adenovirus primes the protein nano-
shell for successful endosomal escape†
D. Denning, a,b S. Bennett,c T. Mullen,c C. Moyer,c D. Vorselen,b G. J. L. Wuite,*b
G. Nemerow*c and W. H. Roosa
The ability of adenoviruses to infect a broad range of species has spurred a growing interest in nano-
medicine to use adenovirus as a cargo delivery vehicle. While successful maturation of adenovirus and
controlled disassembly are critical for efficient infection, the underlying mechanisms regulating these pro-
cesses are not well understood. Here, we present Atomic Force Microscopy nanoindentation and fatigue
studies of adenovirus capsids at different maturation stages to scrutinize their dynamic uncoating pro-
perties. Surprisingly, we find that the early intermediate immature (lacking DNA) capsid is mechanically
indistinguishable in both break force and spring constant from the mature (containing DNA) capsid.
However, mature and immature capsids do display distinct disassembly pathways, as revealed by our
mechanically-induced fatigue analysis. The mature capsid first loses the pentons, followed by either long-
term capsid stability or abrupt and complete disassembly. However, the immature capsid has a stable
penton region and undergoes a stochastic disassembly mechanism, thought to be due to the absence of
genomic pressure. Strikingly, the addition of the genome alone is not sufficient to achieve penton desta-
bilization as indicated by the penton stability of the maturation-intermediate mutant, G33A. Full penton
destabilization was achieved only when the genome was present in addition to the successful matu-
ration-linked proteolytic cleavage of preprotein VI. Therefore these findings strongly indicate that matu-
ration of adenovirus in concert with genomic pressure induces penton destabilization and thus, primes
the capsid for controlled disassembly. This latter aspect is critical for efficient infection and successful
cargo delivery.
Introduction
The ability of adenoviruses (AdVs) to infect many different
species and tissues has led to a widespread interest not only in
their biology and pathogenicity, but also in possible appli-
cations of these viral nanoparticles. This interest includes for
instance the objective of fighting adenovirus infection as well
as the use of AdV for therapeutic applications, e.g. vectors in
gene and vaccine therapy.1,2 However, a lack of fundamental
knowledge and understanding regarding key steps in the infec-
tious life cycle of the virus have hampered such efforts.
Successful maturation of adenovirus as well as its controlled
disassembly is critical for efficient infection in vivo. Yet the
underlying mechanisms regulating these processes are not
well understood. Non-enveloped viruses generally undergo
major structural rearrangements during their development
from immature capsids to mature capsids. This process often
requires proteolytic processing of capsid preproteins that
sometimes drastically change their mechanical properties.3–5
In the case of the enveloped retrovirus HIV, a stiffness switch
was identified during proteolytically-induced maturation
which correlated with infectivity, highlighting an intricate link
between viral mechanics and infectivity.3
AdVs are non-enveloped, pseudo-T = 25 icosahedral viruses
which are ∼90 nm in diameter. The particles are composed of
three major and four minor (cement) capsid proteins, three
core proteins, a terminal protein (TP) and the AdV protease
(AVP).6,7 During maturation, proteolytic cleavage of multiple
capsid preproteins transforms the immature, non-infectious
virus particle into a mature, infectious virion.7 More specifi-
cally, the most accepted model of AdV assembly and matu-
ration begins with an ‘empty’ immature intermediate capsid
(IC), containing all precursor capsid proteins and the L1 52/
55K scaffold protein.8–10 The genome is then recognized and
packaged via a largely unknown process, followed by the
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cleavage of six precursor (three capsid and three core) proteins
and the scaffold protein.11,12 The scaffold protein is present at
∼100 copies in immature particles as compared with 0 copies
in the mature virus and is thought to contribute significantly
to the stability of the empty immature virus.7,13
Much of what is currently known about the maturation of
AdV is derived from experiments with the human AdV-C2
(HAdV-C2) temperature-sensitive mutant ts1, which fails to
package the AVP responsible for cleavage of the capsid prepro-
teins.14 This mutant does package DNA and it contains all pre-
cursors proteins, including the L1 52/55K scaffold protein.
While ts1 particles have been invaluable for identifying the
importance of proteolytic processing during AdV maturation,
insights into any particular intermediate stage in the matu-
ration pathway or indeed the role of each cleavage site during
maturation of AdV cannot be deduced from studying these par-
ticles. Thus, there remains a big gap in our knowledge of
maturation and other model systems are desired. Recently, a
single point mutant of precursor protein VI (pVI), G33A, was
generated.15 The pVI-G33A virus has decreased AVP cleavage of
the N-terminus domain of pVI that results in the presence of
an intermediate preprotein VI (iVI).15 The mutant virus, G33A,
contains ∼50% iVI molecules and exhibits a 2–4 fold reduction
in infection with respect to the wild-type HAdV-C5 virus. In
addition, it displays reduced ability to lyse the endosome after
entry into the cell. This was linked to a reduction in protein VI
(VI) exposure, since VI mediates the membrane lysis which is
critical for viral escape out of the endosome and thus, to con-
tinue infection.16 Successful uncoating of AdV begins with
fiber shedding and release of pentons in the acidified endo-
some.17 Since recent structural data indicates that protein VI is
located beneath each hexon, including peripentonal hexons, it
follows that removal of the adjacent pentons is critical for
exposure of VI.17–20
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a commonly used analyti-
cal tool to elucidate the material properties of individual virus
particles.4,21–24 In the case of AdV, nanoindenation by AFM
was used to study how the elastic properties of AdV are modu-
lated by interactions with host proteins25 highlighting the link
between its mechanics and infectivity. Furthermore, a high
internal pressure (∼30 atm) of the AdV core was estimated fol-
lowing AFM experiments using the ts1 mutant and multivalent
cations.5 This internal pressure was proposed to facilitate the
stepwise disassembly of the virus. AdV was also used in a cor-
relative AFM-fluorescence microscopy approach to study
genome delivery,26 and AdV’s strength turned out to be modifi-
able by a single point mutation in a precursor protein.27
Here, we use wild type (WT), the G33A mutant (G33), and
immature AdV capsids (IC) to study the mechanics and disas-
sembly of AdV at different stages of maturation. By employing
the capability of AFM to obtain both spatial and temporal
information, we are able to elucidate key aspects of the
mechanically-induced virus disassembly pathway. Though the
wild type and immature particles are mechanically indistin-
guishable, they exhibit markedly different disassembly path-
ways that primarily result from the influence of the genome.
While the maturation-intermediate particle G33A has a similar
disassembly pathway to the wild type, this mutant was found
to release half the number of pentons which likely results in
this particle becoming trapped in the endosome during infec-
tion. Taken together, the findings of this study highlight that
maturation of AdV in concert with genomic pressure results in
penton destabilization, thereby priming the capsid for con-
trolled disassembly.
Results and discussion
Nanoindentation of AdV at different stages of capsid
maturation
The mechanical properties of the IC, the WT and the G33,
representing separate stages of maturation and assembly, were
analysed by AFM. The IC particles contain all precursor pro-
teins and the L1 55/52K scaffold protein, however they lack the
majority of the dsDNA genome.28 WT capsids contain a fully
packaged genome, and have undergone complete maturation.
In these capsids the adenoviral protease (AVP) has successfully
cleaved all precursor protein target sites. In the G33 capsid,
however, AVP has cleaved all precursor capsid proteins with
the exception of ∼50% of the N-terminus cleavage sites of pre-
protein VI, leading to an intermediate protein VI (iVI).15
Schematic representations of the three capsids are shown in
Fig. 1a. Each capsid was investigated using AFM nanoindenta-
tion to reveal their mechanical properties. First, the capsids
were imaged and then a force–distance curve (FDC) was per-
formed via nanoindentation at the center of the particle.29
Afterwards, another image was taken to visualize the damage
inflicted upon the capsid. Fig. 1b shows the height image of a
WT capsid before and after a typical nanoindentation experi-
ment. A line profile of the capsid before and after indentation
is also shown, which in this case reveals that the damage to
the capsid is significant, and its height has been reduced by
approximately one half. There are features appearing on the
glass surface next to the capsid after indentation, which have a
nearly uniform size, as seen in the after image. A zoom in on
the line profile after indentation reveals these features have
the same height as a hexon trimer, a major capsid protein,
which is in agreement with previous observations in AFM
nanoindentation studies of AdV.25
The spring constant (elastic property) and break force (resi-
lience to fracture) of each capsid was also measured from the
FDC (Fig. S1a and b†). Surprisingly, we detected two distinct
populations within the data for the break forces and spring
constants for the capsids, as shown in more detail by the
example of the WT data in Fig. 2a. The distinction was found
to originate from the size of the tip radius (Rtip). The use of a
blunt tip (Rtip ∼ 35 nm – dataset includes tips with Rtip = 40
and 33 nm) resulted in a break force and spring constant
approximately double that of a sharp tip (Rtip ∼ 20 nm –
dataset includes tips with Rtip = 18, 25, 17 and 22 nm). To
investigate the mechanism underlying this different behaviour,
we studied the force-indentation curves (FICs) more closely, as
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shown in Fig. 2b. In the case of the blunt tip, the initial slope
of the indentation curve is steeper (higher spring constant)
and the particle breaks at a higher force than during indenta-
tion performed with a sharp tip. In addition, we frequently
observed minor breaks in the indentation response due to the
sharp tip, as highlighted by the black arrow in Fig. 2b. In the
case of WT capsids, the probability of minor breaks occurring
in the indentation curve when using a sharp tip is 0.7, as
opposed to 0.05 with a blunt tip. This behaviour is independent
of the capsid type investigated, as a similar trend in the prob-
ability of breaks between indentation curves using sharp and
blunt tips was observed for ICs and G33 capsids. There is a
higher local pressure on the capsid during indentation with a
sharp tip, resulting from the smaller contact area for a given
force. This likely induces local fractures during indentation, as
visualised by the breaks. In contrast, indenting with a blunt tip
likely results in a more uniformly distributed pressure across the
capsid due to a larger contact area and thus, the whole capsid
behaves stiffer and more resilient. It means that the capsid frac-
tures during indentation with a sharp tip due to higher local
pressure, versus a global capsid collapse during indentation with
a blunt tip due to a more evenly distributed pressure.
To understand the resultant capsid structure after indent-
ing with a sharp and blunt tip, we considered the recorded
height at the end of indentation. This is designated in Fig. 2b
as the maximum indentation, illustrated by the steep slope
characteristic for (nearly) incompressible behaviour.
Interestingly, the maximum indentation of capsids with a
sharp tip (81.3 ± 0.8 nm; N = 27) is very similar to their
measured heights from images (84.5 ± 0.4 nm; N = 95) indicat-
ing almost complete disruption of the capsid after breakage.
The difference in measured heights (∼3 nm) between images
and indentations may be explained by the high likelihood of
genomic material adhering to the glass after capsid disruption,
also visible in the image after indentation in Fig. 1b. The
height of the viruses before indentation with a blunt tip is also
in this range (84.1 ± 0.5; N = 45), as shown by the height histo-
gram inset in Fig. 2c. However, the maximum indentation of
the capsid with a blunt tip is ∼20 nm lower than this, (64.3 ±
1.6 nm; N = 24) signifying the capsid has not fully dis-
assembled, and there is a 20 nm layer underneath the tip, as
shown by the histogram in Fig. 2c. The existence of this
∼20 nm layer is confirmed by the height images and line pro-
files taken using a blunt tip before and after indentation, as
shown in Fig. S1c.† A layer of this thickness corresponds well
to the combined dimensions of two capsid shell layers (capsid
thickness is ∼11 nm), and likely signifies a global capsid col-
lapse. The quite drastic dependence of virus mechanics on tip
size observed here is in sharp contrast to previous literature
using simulations to model this effect.30 Simulated force-
indentation curves on CCMV capsids using large tip radii only
observed a stiffening effect at large indentations, whereas the
data presented here, albeit on a different virus, clearly shows
an immediate stiffening effect (Fig. 2b). Additionally, numer-
Fig. 1 Nanoindentation of immature capsid (IC), mature Ad5 (WT) and G33 mutant. (a) Schematic of each capsid used in this study. The proteins not
listed in the legend but which appear in the schematics represent the various capsid and core minor proteins of AdV. (b) AFM image of a WT capsid
before and after an indentation, and line profile showing the corresponding reduction in height. The inset shows the presence of hexon trimers on
the surface (PDB code, 1VSZ). Scale bar is 40 nm. Maximum z-height in before and after image is 95 nm and 66 nm, respectively.
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ous studies on viral nanoindentation have presented indenta-
tion curves which contain the minor breaks analysed in this
study.25,31,32 Furthermore, there are some discrepancies in the
literature regarding the reproducibility of nanoindentation
experiments on protein nanoshells. For example, the spring
constant of adenovirus reported in literature is 0.43 ± 0.01,25
0.46 ± 0.02,33 0.56 ± 0.02,5 and 0.37 ± 0.02.27 It is possible that
the tip radius is a contributing factor to explain conflicting
data on viruses in the literature. The proposed local (fractur-
ing) versus global (collapsing/flattening) mechanisms of viral
indentation with sharp and blunt tip respectively, are shown
graphically in Fig. 2c, and henceforth these properties will be
separated and termed the local and global responses,
respectively.
The global break force and spring constant of each type of
capsid were statistically equivalent, (Fig. S1a, b† and Table 1).
Fig. 2 Tip radius effect on measured nanomechanical properties. (a) Histogram of measured break force and spring constant for WT capsids separ-
ated into two populations representing indentations with sharp (Rtip ∼ 20 nm) and blunt (Rtip ∼ 35 nm) tips. (b) Schematic and representative indenta-
tion curves of a WT capsid using a sharp and blunt tip. Arrow indicates local breaks in the force curve. (c) Schematic of mechanism of indentation
and histogram of the maximum indentation point of the WT capsid, using a sharp and blunt tip. Inset shows height of WT capsids as measured from
height images, using a sharp and blunt tip.
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In addition, the local spring constants of each capsid type
were also similar (G33 capsid slightly higher than WT and IC).
However, the G33 capsid had a higher local break force than
both WT and IC, indicating that this capsid has an increased
local mechanical resilience. Given that the N-terminus of pre-
protein VI is closely associated with the interior surface of
hexons,18 it is not surprising that when 50% of the copies of
this protein are uncleaved, as is the case in the G33 capsid,
there is increased resilience of the virus due to reinforced
hexon-IV interactions. No orientation dependence on the break
force or spring constant was found for the viruses studied, as
previously reported.27 Remarkably, there was no difference
locally or globally, in the spring constant or break force,
between the WT mature capsid and the IC. This is surprising
since the protein composition and structure, as well as the DNA
content of these capsids are markedly different. It also dis-
tinguishes the IC from the ts1 mutant, which has a lower spring
constant and break force than WT mature Ad5.5,33 As it has
been determined that the IC has ∼50% more scaffold proteins
than the ts1 mutant, this could explain the increased resilience
of the IC and the observed differences.13,34
Capsid-type dependency on disassembly pathways
The similarities in the elastic properties and mechanical resili-
ence of WT and ICs as described above, raised the question as
to whether these viruses also have a similar capsid disassem-
bly pathway. To address this question, a fatigue analysis was
undertaken in which the capsid is imaged over a long time
period at a constant low force of ∼150 pN that ultimately
induces disassembly by fatigue.21,35 The disassembly process
of adenovirus is tightly regulated and can be recapitulated by
the input of energy by mechanical fatigue, and similarly
thermal or chemical energy as previously shown.33 To achieve
capsid stability on the surface such that long scanning times
(and thus mechanical fatigue measurements) were possible, a
charged mica surface was used. This resulted in predomi-
nantly 3-fold axis orientations, presumably due to the larger
surface area of the 3-fold face forming a stable electrostatic
interaction with the mica surface. In the case of the WT
capsid, pentons were released from the capsid as highlighted
by arrows in Fig. 3a, yet in typical cases, the capsid structure
remained mostly intact even after a very long period of scan-
ning (up to ∼300 minutes). In only 1 of 4 virions here did the
capsid disassemble within the given time duration, as shown
by the virus height data over time in Fig. 3b, yet all 4 viruses
had released their pentons. This is in sharp contrast to the dis-
assembly behaviour seen previously for Ad5 WT,35 where after
penton release the capsid quickly disassembled. The discre-
pancy between the two studies could well be due to sample
preparation. In the current study capsids were analysed
directly after isolation from infected cells whereas in the
earlier reported study, the capsids were subjected to a freeze–
thaw cycle. Therefore, as a control, we put the capsids through
a freeze–thaw cycle and repeated the fatigue experiment. The
freeze–thaw capsids exhibited almost identical fatigue behav-
iour as the capsids in the previous study, as shown in
Fig. S2a.† They released pentons and disassembled quickly
thereafter into hexons. In contrast, the observed long-term
stability of the pentonless WT capsids that did not undergo a
freeze–thaw cycle, correlates more closely with the infection
pathway in vivo and is consistent with the fact that after
penton loss in the endosome, adenovirus must still protect the
genome on its journey towards the nuclear pore complex.16
Moreover, forces mediated by kinesin-1 are needed to fully
disrupt the capsid and allow for full genome uncoating to
achieve nuclear access.36
Disassembly of the ICs appears to be random, without a
preferred pathway. In all cases a defect appeared in a random
region of the capsid and propagated from the initial nuclea-
tion site, an example of which is shown in Fig. 3a. Once trig-
gered, disassembly occurs slowly over time, indicating that the
absence of the full genome (and thus the absence of high
internal pressure) leads to a slow, stochastic disassembly
mechanism. The stochastic disassembly of the IC can be
described by fatigue-induced delocalized defects and propa-
gation of the defect into a crack in the capsid. This is distinctly
different from the WT/mature capsid that disassembles via
penton release. Penton release in AdV is a requirement for
protein VI exposure and resultant endosome rupture.16
Therefore, efficient penton release is crucial for effective infec-
tivity. Only rarely (∼30% probability of a penton releasing after
1 hour scanning, compared to 95% for WT) were pentons
released during disassembly of the IC. The ts1 mutant
however, which contains all precursor proteins similar to the
IC used in this study, does disassemble through penton
release.35 Nevertheless, the ts1 mutant contains a genome
(and pressure, albeit reduced as compared with WT).
Therefore, the lack of genomic pressure can be concluded as
the mechanism underlying the distinctly different disassembly
mechanisms of the WT and IC, as well as a strong contributor
of penton destabilization. Previous fatigue studies of WT Ad5
suggested that proteolytic cleavage during maturation as well
as genomic pressure may result in the destabilization of
pentons.35 The data reported here strongly indicates that this
is the case, with genomic pressure contributing more to
penton destabilization than perhaps previously suspected.
These results underscore the role of the genome-induced
pressure in AdV that results in fixed disassembly pathway
through penton release.
Table 1 Global and local mechanical properties of AdV capsids
Global (blunt tip)a Local (sharp tip)b
Virus N Fbreak (nN) k (N m
−1) N Fbreak (nN) k (N m
−1)
IC 8 7.3 ± 0.5 1 ± 0.1 17 4.7 ± 0.3 0.43 ± 0.03
WT 27 7.3 ± 0.4 1 ± 0.1 44 4.6 ± 0.2 0.46 ± 0.03
G33 15 7.4 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.1 22 5.9 ± 0.3 0.55 ± 0.04
Error bars are the standard error of the mean (SEM). aData taken with
tips of radius – Rtip = 40 and 33 nm.
bData taken from tips of radius –
Rtip = 17, 25, 18 and 22 nm.
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The disassembly dynamics of the G33 capsid was investi-
gated using the same fatigue experiment. The G33 capsid
underwent a similar disassembly pathway as the WT capsid,
consisting of penton release followed by either a stable capsid
or a capsid undergoing full disassembly. Representative
movies of disassembly for each capsid are provided as ESI.†
The height images in Fig. 4a illustrate the disassembly of one
G33 capsid via penton release (highlighted via arrows) and
subsequent collapse. To quantify the disassembly temporal
dynamics of the different capsid types, the capsid height
cannot be used since even after a crack is induced in the ICs,
the height can remain the same if the crack is not localised at
the top of the capsid. Therefore, the capsid volume was chosen
to investigate the rate of the disassembly process of WT, IC
and G33. The volume data of the capsids were fitted with a
logistic (sigmoid) function to determine the behavioural trend
Fig. 3 Fatigue analysis of mature WT capsid and immature capsid. (a) Images at different scan times for both WT and ic reveal different disassembly
pathways, where WT capsids lose pentons (arrows), but are typically stably imaged for long periods after penton release. ICs disassemble slowly via
delocalized defects induced in the capsid and subsequent crack propagation. Scale bar is 40 nm. Maximum z-height for WT and IC images are
90 nm and 87 nm, respectively. (b, c) Height vs. time and volume vs. time graphs for the WT capsid and EC, respectively. Solid lines represent best fit
of the logistic sigmoid function. Inset of (b, c) shows the first derivative of each sigmoid fit.
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of volume over time. The 1st derivative of the fitted sigmoid
was then calculated in order to determine the maximum speed
of disassembly (nm3 per minute), as measured by the peak of
the 1st derivate. The ICs display a maximum speed of disas-
sembly of ∼5 × 103 nm3 per minute (n = 4; inset of Fig. 3c).
The single fresh WT capsid disassembled at a rate of 6 × 104
nm3 per minute (inset of Fig. 3b) and the G33 capsids dis-
assembled at ∼3 × 104 nm3 per minute (n = 3; inset of Fig. 4b).
It is interesting to note that the freeze–thaw WT capsids also
have a similar speed of disassembly (3 × 104 nm3 per minute
(n = 4; inset of Fig. S2a†). This reveals that the disassembly
rate of the DNA-containing G33 and WT (fresh/frozen) capsids
(n = 8) is significantly higher than disassembly of the IC which
lacks the majority of its DNA (n = 4). Therefore, it can be
deduced that the genomic pressure of adenovirus has an accel-
erating influence on capsid disassembly.
It is not obvious that the fatigue behaviour of the G33 and
WT is similar. It was anticipated that there would be a stronger
resistance to mechanically-induced fatigue for G33 with
respect to WT due to the observed increase in mechanical resi-
lience of G33, as seen from nanoindentation data (Fig. S1a
and b†). However, the similar resistance to disassembly of WT
and G33 capsids and the abrupt disassembly in cases where
the capsids do fall apart, is consistent with the fact that both
capsids contain the full genome inside. Therefore, they likely
have a similar internal pressure, since the DNA-condensing
polypeptides of preprotein VII and protein mu are present and
are cleaved.15 Still, if both capsids have a similar internal
pressure and uncoating dynamics, this does not explain the
observed reduction in infection via endosomal escape of G33.
To address this conundrum, the role of dynamic penton
release was investigated, as shown in Fig. 4c. The time of
penton release was very similar between WT and G33 capsids;
after ∼40 minutes scanning, almost no further change in
penton release was observed for both viruses, as indicated by
saturation of the cumulative probability of penton release. It is
interesting to note also that the average time of release of the
first penton is similar between WT (22 ± 12 min) and G33
(21 ± 11 min). Strikingly, however, G33 was observed to release
∼50% less pentons during the driven fatigue experiments than
WT capsids, correlating well with the observed differences in
infectivity between the two types of particles. As described
earlier in the text, 50% of the N-terminus cleavage sites of
protein VI are unprocessed in G33, resulting in ∼180 extra iVI-
hexon interactions compared to the WT capsid, many of which
are surrounding the peripentonal region. Furthermore, the
Fig. 4 G33 disassembly and penton release. (a) G33 disassembles in a similar pathway to WT. Scale bar is 40 nm. z-Scale bar for 4, 24 and 100 min are
images 91, 93 and 53 nm, respectively. (b) Height vs. time graph of G33. Solid lines represent best fit to logistic sigmoid function. Inset of (b) shows the
1st derivative of each sigmoid fit. (c) Cumulative percentage of pentons released for WT relative to g33–55% less pentons are released for G33.
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similarity in the time (and number) of pentons released for
fresh and frozen WT capsids as shown in Fig. S2b,† highlights
the importance of protein VI cleavage in overall penton stabi-
lity. While protein VI density has not been clearly verified in
structural studies, a recently published study has resolved the
close proximity of the N-terminus of protein VI (pVIn) and the
penton base and is shown in Fig. S2c.†37 If we estimate that
each hexon at the peripentonal region contains a single pVI
molecule, that means there are a maximum of ∼60 (12 × 5) pVI
molecules in total near the vertices and some of them will get
exposed by penton release. This extra stability of the penton
region is supported by the observed increase in local mechani-
cal resilience of G33 from this study. Taken together with the
substantial reduction in G33 particle production shown pre-
viously,15 the data points towards a stabilization of penton
region of the G33 capsid resulting in a lower probability of
protein VI exposure and thus, a reduction in endosome disrup-
tion,38 as described graphically in Fig. 5. The stabilization of
the vertex region of G33, has properties of a maturation-inter-
mediate, and is reminiscent of virus particles complexed with
human alpha defensin 5 (HD5). HD5 is a microbial protein
which blocks AdV infection by stiffening and stabilizing the
vertex region of AdV.25 Spatial information from the mechani-
cal fatigue of single viruses allows for the visualization of its
disassembly pathway. Our findings indicate that the reduction
of infectivity of G33 can be explained, in part, through the lack
of VI exposure during penton release. A reduction in VI
exposure results in decreased endosomal lysis, a step that is
critical for productive infectivity.
Conclusion
We performed single particle analyses of adenovirus shells
representing different stages of capsid maturation. We demon-
strated the influence of AFM tip radius on the mechanical
response of the particles. Using tips with defined sizes, we
demonstrated that maturation of adenovirus influences its
mechanical behaviour and fatigue-induced disassembly
pathway in an unexpectedly complex manner. A lack of
genomic pressure in immature capsids results in a stable
penton region and stochastic disassembly of the capsid.
However, the addition of the genome alone is not enough to
achieve penton destabilization, as indicated by the improved
penton stability of the maturation-intermediate mutant, G33A.
Full penton destabilization was achieved only when the
genome was present in addition to the successful maturation-
linked proteolytic cleavage of preprotein VI. Therefore these
findings indicate that maturation of adenovirus induces
penton destabilization and thus, primes the capsid for disas-
sembly. These results emphasize the essential role of penton
(in)stability in the capsid disassembly pathway. In cases where
the pentons are too well connected to the rest of the capsid as
in the immature capsid, they cannot act as effective conduits
for disassembly. This means that upon stress either the capsid
stays intact or the whole particle falls apart. Both situations
are undesirable. In the former case no genome uncoating will
occur and in the latter case the genome would be uncoated
prematurely during exposure to stress in the endosome and
the DNA could be degraded before it reaches the nuclear pore
complex. Therefore a pathway to destabilize the penton region
in a controlled manner is required. This is done during matu-
ration by cleaving preprotein VI to weaken the penton region.
The additional effect of genomic pressure, in concert with the
previously observed effects of integrin binding,25 set the stage
for penton removal and successful infection.
Materials and methods
Virus preparation
The viruses used in this study, the mature, wild type (WT)
HAdV-C5, the immature light-density particle (IC), and the
HAdV-C5 G33A (G33) virus were prepared as described pre-
viously.15,39,40 Briefly, WT-HAdV5 and G33A viruses were propa-
gated in A549 cells that were maintained in DMEM sup-
plemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM
L-glutamine, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, 100 units per
ml penicillin and 100 µg ml−1 streptomycin. Viruses were iso-
lated from cell lysates by sequential freeze–thaw cycles fol-
Fig. 5 Schematic of early infection stage for WT and G33 mutant. Destabilization of WT pentons occurs after binding to the virus and are sub-
sequently released in the endosome allowing for protein VI exposure and endosomic rupture. G33, however, has more stable pentons thus reducing
protein VI exposure in the endosome and preventing escape and further infection.
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lowed by double banding in cesium chloride (CsCl2) density
gradients.41 Viruses were dialyzed into 40 mM Tris (pH 8.1),
500 mM sodium chloride, 2% (wt/vol) sucrose and 1% (wt/vol)
mannitol.
Atomic force microscopy
AFM (Nanotec Electrónica S.L., Madrid, Spain) experiments
were performed in solution at room temperature.
Approximately 100 µl of the sample investigated (virus concen-
tration of ∼10 µg ml−1) was deposited on hydrophobic glass
and incubated for 15 minutes. Hydrophobic glasses were pre-
pared as previously described.29 For nanoindentation experi-
ments, hydrophobic glass cover slips and rectangular, silicon-
nitride cantilevers were used with a nominal spring constant
and tip radius of 0.1 N m−1 and 15 nm, respectively (Olympus
OMCL-RC800PSA). For fatigue experiments, mica surfaces and
rectangular, silicon-nitride cantilevers with a nominal spring
constant and tip radius of 0.05 N m−1 and 15 nm, respectively
(Olympus OMCL-RC800PSA), were used. Each cantilever was
calibrated using the Sader method.42 To estimate the tip
radius for nanoindentation experiments, imaging was per-
formed in contact mode on a ultrananocrystalline diamond
(UNCD Aqua 100) surface and the subsequent image was used
for blind tip estimation, as described previously.43
AFM imaging was performed in Jumping Mode Plus44
where the maximum scanning force was ∼100 pN.
Nanoindentations were performed by indenting a virus in its
centre with the AFM tip during individual force–distance curve
(FDC) experiments. A FDC is also performed on glass in order
to calculate the indentation response of the virus (force-
indentation curve, FIC). The spring constant of the virus was
measured as the slope of the linear regime in the FIC. The
break force was measured as the value where the force dramati-
cally drops, indicating capsid disruption. The cumulative prob-
ability of penton release was calculated by binning the data of
penton release time (bin size = 7.5 minutes) and counting the
cumulative number of observations up to the maximum bin
size. The cumulative number of observations were then
divided into the total number of observations (i.e. total
number of pentons released) and multiplied by 100.
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